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Adjectives, case and concord

Richard Larson
Stony Brook University

Traditional grammar distinguishes the case marking in examples like (1a), corre-
lating this with a distinction in category. Nominative case (nom) on the head noun 
(kennigar) is said to be “governed” or “assigned” by finite tense (instantiated in 
modern theory by an independent Tns element). In contrast, nominative case on 
the quantifier, demonstrative, numeral and adjective elements is said to be “con-
cordial”, reflecting agreement with the head noun. On this view, case has one status 
on N, and quite a different status on Q, Dem, Num and A (1b).

(1) a. allɑr þessɑr þrjár
   all.fem.pl.nom these.fem.pl.nom three.fem.pl.nom
   nyju kennigɑr  
   new.fem.pl.nom theories.fem.pl.nom  

   ‘all these three new theories’ (Icelandic, Kester 1996)
  b. 

Tns [NP Q Dem Num A N ]

ASSIGNER/
GOVERNOR

CONCORD CONCORD CONCORD CONCORD ASSIGNED/
GOVERNED

This picture raises several interesting questions for grammatical theory. Assuming 
the distinction between governed and concordial case to be a real one, how can 
it be expressed formally in syntactic theory? And if the distinction is real, is the 
correlation between case-type (governed versus concordial) and category (N versus 
Q/Dem/Num/A) a fixed one? If so, what accounts for fixity? If not, what are the 
parameters of variation?

I explore these and related questions below. In Section 1, I outline an account 
of case agreement within the feature theory of Pesetsky and Torrego (2007), which, 
as I show, offers a natural and attractive implementation of the three-fold distinc-
tion drawn above between elements that are governors, governed and concordial 
with respect to case. I show how this account applies to the basic patterns within 
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English nominals. In Section 2, I raise the key question of case-category map-
ping, examining what a language would look like schematically if its adjectives 
behaved like nouns with respect to case, and what a language would look like if 
its nouns could be made to behave adjectivally with respect to case by “concor-
dializing” them. In Sections 3 and 4 I argue that these two possibilities are real-
ized in Iranian languages. In Section 3, I argue that in Iranian Persian, adjectives 
behave as if they are case-assigned, like nouns, but without showing any of the 
semantic properties of nouns. In Section 4, I argue that the languages of Caspian 
region (Mazandarani, Gilaki, Tati, Talyshi) have the same property but also seem 
to make available a general mechanism by which nominal elements can behave 
concordially, again without alteration in their semantic properties. In Section 5, 
I briefly extend these ideas to the verb phrase domain, examining “linker” and 
“subnominal” phenomena in Kinande. I conclude in Section 6 with a brief look at 
the range of case-category mappings that we see and some brief speculations on 
them, and on the nature of case.

1. Concord in grammatical theory

Concord is a subspecies of agreement, which is analyzed in the modern Minimalist 
Program (Chomsky 1995) as an operation between features. There are a wide va-
riety of formal accounts of features and agreement.1 For purposes of this paper, I 
will simply choose one proposal that I regard as particularly promising and explore 
its consequences, namely, that of Pesetsky and Torrego 2007.2 The core concepts 
of this approach are most easily understood by comparison to the classical theory 
of A-movement chains.

1. For modern analyses of agreement see Baker 2008, Béjar 2003,2008, Carstens 1993a,b, Chom-
sky 2000, Den Dikken 2014, Legate 2005, Zeiljstra 2014).

2. Concord has been the subject of a number of formal studies within the Minimalist Pro-
gram (see, for example, Baker 2008; Béjar and Rezac 2009; Brattico 2011; Carstens 2000, 2001; 
Danon 2011; Frampton and Guttman 2006; Kramer 2009; Mallen 1997; Norris 2014; Pesetsky 
and Torrego 2007). See Danon 2011 and Norris 2014 for recent comparative discussion of various 
approaches to concord and see Danon 2011 for arguments on why feature sharing analyses like 
that in Frampton and Guttman 2006 and Pesetsky and Torrego 2007 seem especially attractive 
in this connection.
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1.1 Classical A-chains

Chomsky (1981) and subsequent work in the Principles and Parameters frame-
work has pursued the idea that argument expressions not only occupy argument 
positions, but can move between them.3 In (2a) Fido occupies object position and 
plausibly does so throughout the derivation of this sentence. By contrast in (2b) 
Fido occupies object position initially and subject position finally, moving from 
the first to the second. A(rgument)-movement like this can be successive. In (2c) 
Fido occupies embedded object position, embedded subject position, and matrix 
subject position sequentially.

 (2) a. John has fed Fido.
  b. Fido has been fed Fido.
  c. Fido seems [Fido to have been fed Fido].

On this picture, positions of argument interpretation and pronunciation can di-
verge. In (2a) Fido is both interpreted and pronounced in object position. However 
in (2b) Fido is interpreted in object position (as in 2a), but pronounced in subject 
position. In (2c) Fido is interpreted in embedded object position and pronounced 
in matrix subject position and is neither interpreted nor pronounced in embedded 
subject position. Viewing an argument in terms of its various interpreted and pro-
nounced instances yields the notion of an “A(rgument) Chain”. These include trivial 
chains, whose single member is both pronounced (p) and interpreted (i) (2a/3a), 
2-member chains, whose first member is pronounced and whose second member 
is interpreted (2b/3b), and 3+-member chains, whose first member is pronounced, 
whose last member is interpreted, and whose intermediate members are neither 
interpreted nor pronounced (2c/3c). Links between the elements of non-trivial 
chains are created by movement.

 (3) Classic A-chains
  a. <iAp> (e.g., <Fido> in 2a)
  b. <Ap,iA> (e.g., <Fido, Fido> in 2b)
  c. <Ap, A, …A, iA> (e.g., <Fido, Fido, Fido> in 2c)

Well-formed chains include interpreted and pronounced members, a result that 
follows in the Minimalist Program under the general requirement that all syntactic 
objects be “legible” at the dual interfaces of Phonetic Form (PF) and Logical Form 
(LF) (Chomsky 1995). Assuming chains constitute syntactic objects in this sense, 

3. This view is not universally shared in modern syntactic theory. For example, Lexical Func-
tional Grammar (Bresnan et al 2015) and Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollard and 
Sag 1994) reject the view.
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they should include a “PF-relevant” component (Ap) and an “LF relevant” compo-
nent (iA).4 Furthermore, assuming chain properties are uniform, hence conforming 
to that of the trivial case (2a/3a), it follows that no more than one member of a 
chain will be interpreted and no more than one member will be pronounced; that is, 
3+-member chains will contain 1+ uninterpreted, unpronounced members (2c/3c).

1.2 Features as chains

Pesetsky and Torrego 2007 propose, in essence, to view features and agreement 
analogously to A-chains. They offer a four-fold division of feature instances (F) 
based on whether they are interpretable and valued (iFv), only interpretable (iF), 
only valued (Fv), or neither interpretable nor valued (F) (4a). This corresponds to 
the four-fold division observed above in A-chain members, according to whether 
they are interpreted and pronounced (iAp), only interpreted (iA), only pronounced 
(Ap), or neither interpreted nor pronounced (A) (4b).

 (4) a. Feature instances

  +valued -valued
+interpretable iFv iF
-interpretable Fv F

  b. A-chain members

  +pronounced -pronounced
+interpreted iAp iA
-interpreted Ap A

Feature instances are taken to undergo agreement, which forms them into a single, 
chain-like syntactic object. Specifically, an unvalued feature “probes” for another 

4. As is well-known, the core picture of chains must be elaborated in various respects. Ele-
ments like PRO and pro, which are phonetically null, can nonetheless head chains; see (ia-b) and 
(iia-b) (from Spanish) respectively.

 (i) a. John wants [PRO to feed Fido ] <PRO>
  b. Fido wants [PRO to be fed PRO ] <PRO,PRO>

(ii) a. pro alimentó a Fido. <pro>
   he fed   Fido  
   b. pro fue alimentado pro. <pro,pro>
   he was fed    

With PRO, PF interface requirements are plausibly met by to, which is closely associated with 
PRO’s occurrence. With pro, PF requirements are widely viewed as satisfied by the presence of 
rich agreement.
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feature of the same type in its c-command domain; finding one, it undergoes agree-
ment with it, forming a single feature (5a). Feature agreement thus plays a role 
counterpart to phrasal movement in forming larger syntactic objects (5b).

 (5) 

Indeed, the roles played are symmetric. Movement occurs upward to a c-commanding 
site from unpronounced position that is either interpreted, (iA) or uninterpreted 
(A) (6a). Correspondingly, agreement occurs downward to a c-commanded feature 
from an unvalued probe that is either interpretable [iF] or uninterpretable [F] (6b).5

 (6) a. [Ap]/[A] … [iA]/[A] [iF]/[F] … [Fv]/[F] b.
MOVE! AGREE!

1.3 Features, case and concord

Pesetsky and Torrego’s (2007) feature theory can be applied to case features, yield-
ing an interesting interpretation of the notions used to describe the case-marking 
in (1a,b). But doing so raises an important basic issue that requires comment.

A key feature of the Pesetsky and Torrego analysis is its assumption that all 
features, including case features, have an interpretable component. This assumption 
diverges sharply from that of Chomsky (1995), who analyzes case-features precisely 
as uninterpretable syntactic objects, illegible at the LF interface. Under Chomsky’s 
analysis, the uninterpretability of case features mandates a special “checking” + de-
letion mechanism that essentially eliminates them before they reach the LF inter-
face, in effect, rescuing the syntactic derivation. Chomsky’s view of case features as 
uninterpretable has been adopted by many subsequent authors in the Minimalist 
Program.6

Once again, a parallel emerges between the theory of features and the theory 
of chains. A widely discussed issue in chain theory, concerns the status of so-called 
“expletive” elements like there and it, which occur in argument positions (7a)/(8a) 
and undergo movement between them (7b–c)/(8b–c). Expletives have been widely 
claimed to be “dummy elements” occurring precisely in uninterpreted (“non-theta”) 
positions. As such, the chains they generate raise an apparent problem for the re-
quirement of PF and LF legibility.

5. These parallels suggest a potential recasting either of the theory of movement as a special case 
of agreement between phrases as feature clusters or of the theory of agreement as a special case 
of movement of individual features, as in Chomsky 2001. While acknowledging the possibility 
of such a unification, I will not pursue it here.

6. See the references in fn.1. For a helpful introductory presentation, see Adger 2003.
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 (7) a. There was a problem. (<There> )
  b. There seemed [there to be a problem]. (<There,There>)
  c. There is likely [ there to seem [there to be a problem]].
   (<There, There, There>)

 (8) a. It surprised Mary [that Bill left]. (<It>)
  b. It seemed [ it to surprise Mary that Bill left]. (<It,It>)
  c. It is likely [ it to seem [it to surprise Mary that Bill left]].
   (<It, It, It>)

There have been two broad approaches to this issue. Chomsky (1986, 1991, 1993) 
argues that, precisely because of their uninterpretability, chains with expletives 
must involve a derivational stage prior to LF in which the expletive is either elim-
inated (by replacement) or structurally “neutralized” (by adjunction) in order to 
meet interface interpretability requirements. As with his analysis of case-features, 
Chomsky’s view of expletives has been pursued by subsequent authors (see, e.g., 
Lasnik 1992, 1995; Zwart 1991). Alternatively, it has been argued that the relevant 
items are not genuine expletives after all – that there and it are selected and/or oc-
cupy interpretable positions in sentences like (7a–c) and (8a–c) at an initial stage of 
derivation (see, e.g., Kimball 1973; Larson 1989; Tortora 1997 for there, and Bennis 
1986; Ruvet 1989 for it; Postal and Pullum 1988 for both). For these authors, the 
“problem of expletives” is merely an apparent one.

In this context, Pesetsky and Torrego may be seen as adopting a position with 
respect to features comparable to those who analyze all argument chains as inter-
pretable, including ones with expletives. I will not attempt to defend Pesetsky and 
Torrego’s core assumption here, but will simply accept it so as to be able to explore 
a specific consequence that might be viewed as a point in its favor.7 In particular, by 
accepting the partition in (4a) for case features, we obtain a simple and intuitively 
appealing mapping of traditional descriptive notions for agreement and concord 
into formal case theory. Concretely, we may associate a case-governor with an 
instance of an interpretable, but unvalued case feature (9a); we may associate a 
case-governed item with an instance of a valued, but uninterpretable case feature 
(9b), and we may associate concordial elements with instances of case features that 
are neither valued nor interpretable (9c).

7. Regarding what interpretability of case-marking means in their theory, Pesetsky and Torrego 
(2007) analyze case-marking as the presence of a categorial feature on a nominal; case-marking is 
thus interpretable to the extent that syntactic category features are. There is in fact a long tradition 
of research on the issue of case interpretation beginning with Jakobson 1936. See Grimm 2011 
for more recent discussion.
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(9) Descriptive Notion   Feature instance Type
   a. governor/assigner ⇒ interpretable [iF]
   b. governed/assigned ⇒ valued [Fv]
   c. concordial item ⇒ neither interpretable nor valued [F]

Under these proposals, (1b) (repeated below) is recast as in (10).8

 (1b) 
Tns [NP Dem Num Q A N   ]

ASSIGNER/
GOVERNOR

ASSIGNER/
GOVERNOR

CONCORD CONCORD CONCORD CONCORD

 (10) Tns … [DP Q [ Dem [   Num    [   A     [   N     ]]]]] 
[iNOM] [NOM] [NOM] [NOM] [NOM] [NOMv]

12345

Assuming a normal, right-descending syntax that is constructed bottom-up by 
binary merge, a chain of agreeing feature instances is established in (10) between 
Tns and N through a series of five links (①→⑤), formed as each new constitu-
ent (A, Num, Dem, etc.) is merged in the derivation. In each case, an unvalued 
instance of a case feature ([nom] or [inom]) probes downward. After the last link 
(⑤) is created by agreement, the nominative feature chain contains both inter-
pretable and valued instances, thus constituting a fully interface-legible object, as 
required.

Pesetsky and Torrego’s partition (4a) can not only encompass concord with 
features like case, traditionally described as “assigned” under government, but can 
also be extended to features traditionally viewed as inhering in the head noun itself 
and “controlling agreement” with the noun’s “modifiers”.9 Thus number and gender 
in (1a) (repeated below) might be analyzed as resident on the head noun kennigɑr 
‘theories’ and from there determining agreement on the adjective, numeral, de-
monstrative and quantifier.

8. As noted earlier, Pesetsky and Torrego (2007) analyze case-marking as the presence of a 
categorial feature on a nominal. Thus nominative marking reflects the presence of T on NP (or 
DP); accusative-marking reflects the presence of v on NP (or DP), etc. Here I take the more con-
ventional view that there are independent case features like [nom], [acc], [dat], etc. with their 
own valued and interpretable instances.

9. See Corbett (2006) for useful discussion of this terminology, and helpful discussion of various 
concepts of agreement and concord.
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(1a) allɑr þessɑr þrjár nyju
  all.fem.pl.nom these.fem.pl.nom three.fem.pl.nom new.fem.pl.nom

kennigɑr
theories.fem.pl.nom

  ‘all these three new theories’

In our account, this situation can be captured by analyzing number and gender 
features as both valued and interpretable on the head noun. Agreement controlling 
features on N thus represent our fourth feature type [iFv] (11a).

(11)        Descriptive Notion           Feature instance Type
   a. Agreement controller ⇒ both interpretable and valued [iFv]
   b. Concordial item           ⇒ neither interpretable nor valued [F]

Adopting this idea, we can represent the number/gender concord in (1a) as in (12), 
where a chain of agreement relations (①→④) is again constructed bottom up from 
the head noun as each new constituent (A, Num, Dem, Q, respectively) is merged 
in the derivation.10

10. As noted in the text, the picture in (12) formalizes the traditional view of number and gen-
der as inherent and interpretable on the head noun. Alternatives are possible however. The the-
ory of features assumed here is also compatible with more recent views beginning with Ritter 
(1988) in which there are separate number and gender projections above N. In that case, we 
could assimilate the analysis of number and gender to that of governed features, with an inter-
pretable instance residing on a head and a valued instance residing on N (ia-b):

(i) a. [ … [NumP Num … N … ]
       [ipl] [plv]
   b. [ … [GenP Gen … N … ]
       [iG] [Gv]

In both cases, the picture is semantically defensible. Link’s (1983) semantic theory of plurality in-
cludes the operators “*” and “⊙”, which apply to one-place predicates (P) to form the correspond-
ing plural (*P) and proper plural (⊙P) predicates. Since both Ns and modified Ns correspond to 
one-place predicates, the possibility exists for number operators to be applied semantically to 
either N or a higher projection. (12) might then be seen as featurally representing the case where 
semantic pluralization applies directly to N, and (ia) as featurally representing the case where 
N is simply [plv] and where pluralization applies higher up. Similar remarks apply to gender. 
Assuming a prior partition of the denotation space of N into subsets corresponding to gender or 
noun classes, [iG] might be viewed as a semantic operator that restricts the denotation of what 
it combines with to the relevant subset in the partition. (12) might then be seen as featurally 
representing the case where gender/class restriction applies directly to N, and (ib) as featurally 
representing the case where gender/class restriction is applied higher up. It is conceivable that 
languages might in fact differ with respect to scope of the pluralization and gender/class restric-
tion operators, corresponding to a difference in syntactic features structures.
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 (12) [DP Q       [      Dem    [   Num   [      A [       N ]]]]] 
[FEM,PL] [FEM,PL] [FEM,PL] [FEM,PL] [iFEMv,iPLv]

1234

Again, unvalued instances of the gender and number features ([fem,pl]) probe 
downward at each step. And again, the resulting [fem,pl] feature chain contains 
both interpretable and valued instances, constituting a fully interface-legible object.

The proposals sketched above unify the analysis of concord while preserving 
certain traditional distinctions. As noted, a distinction between concordial ver-
sus assigned versus inherent features is maintained in the form of distinct feature 
instance types: [F], [Fv] and [iFv], respectively. Furthermore features like case, 
traditionally associated with a DP-external “governor,” are seen to involve an inter-
pretable instance ([iF]) that is above the concordial instances ([F]) (13a), whereas 
features like number and gender, traditionally associated with a DP-internal agree-
ment “controller,” involve interpretable instances ([iFv]) that are below the concor-
dial instances (13b).

 (13) Concord
  a. Features involving a DP-external Governor (Case)
   [iF] [DP [F] … [F] [Fv] ]
  b. Features involving a DP-internal Controller (φ)
   [DP [F] … [F] [iFv] ]

At the same time, some traditional notions are undermined in this account. DP- 
internal concord with φ-features like number and gender is sometimes conceived 
as “upward” determination or valuation of concordial elements by the head noun 
(14a). Likewise concord with case features is sometimes conceived in terms of an 
initial “downward” valuation of the head noun by a governor, followed by “upward” 
valuation of the concordial elements by the head noun (14b):

 (14)

 

a. [DP Q       [    Dem    [   Num    [       A       [       N      ]]]]] 
[FEM,PL] [FEM,PL] [FEM,PL] [FEM,PL] [FEM,PL]

b.
Tns  …  [DP Q    [ Dem    [ Num    [     A      [     N     ]]]]] 

[NOM] [NOM] [NOM] [NOM] [NOM]

The view proposed here does not instantiate such “directional” intuitions, nor in-
deed the broader idea of “form determination” or valuation of one feature by an-
other. In all cases, feature chains are constructed in the same way, viz., by successive 
bottom-up merge with step-wise agreement downward from an unvalued probe. 
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Furthermore, strictly speaking, no item, either within the nominal or outside it, 
“assigns,” “governs,” “controls” or “determines” the form or feature values of any 
other item.11 Feature chains are built up from independent items bearing features 
they carry from the numeration. Feature instances are spelled out independently 
on the bearing elements in a well-formed chain. No item determines the shape of 
any other, except insofar as to have a well-formed chain in the first place, feature 
instances of appropriate type must be positioned so as to allow the probing and 
agreement that will yield an interface legible feature chain.

1.4 A visual analogy

Having spelled out our formal theory of concord in some detail, I will now intro-
duce an informal representation of it using a visual analogy. This will allow explo-
ration of certain conceptual possibilities in a less technical, more intuitive way, 
but one that nonetheless faithfully mirrors the account of “governed” features like 
case.12 The analogy is presented in (15). We will think of an interpretable, unvalued 
feature [iF] as a “light source”, which needs to illuminate an opaque “target”. We will 
think of a valued, uninterpretable feature [Fv] as an opaque target, which needs 
to be illuminated. And we will think of unvalued, uninterpretable features [F] as 
translucent targets, which also need to be illuminated.

 (15) [iF]  = light source; must illuminate an opaque target
[Fv] = opaque target; must be illuminated
[F]   = translucent target; must be illuminated

…
.

|

Expressions are understood as illuminated by a light source only if they are 
c-commanded by it. Likewise an expression is in the shadow of another expression 
only if it is c-commanded by the latter. Finally, I will assume that the left-to-right 
order of expressions corresponds to rightward descent. Under these proposals (16a) 

11. This picture allows for concordial and non-concordial elements to have distinct ranges of 
realization. For example, as noted by Greville Corbett (p.c.), a typical Icelandic N has a single 
gender value, whereas an Icelandic A potentially has all three values. This simply means that when 
we merge forms in the derivation they must bear appropriate features for forming an agreement 
chain. For example, if kenning ‘theory’ is merged it will carry [femv] feature and any adjectives 
merged higher up must bear [fem] if they are to undergo agreement with it. By contrast if the 
noun ef ‘doubt’ is merged in the same position it will carry [neutv] and the same adjectives 
merged higher up must bear [neut] feature if they are to undergo agreement.

12. This analogy does not extend to the treatment of concord with inherent features as in (11) 
and (12).
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(= 10) is reformulated as in (16b), where Tns is a light source, N is an opaque target, 
and all the remaining expressions (Q, Dem, Num, A) are translucent targets:

 (16) a. Tns … [DP Q    [  Dem   [  Num   [    A   [     N     ]]]]] 
[iNOM] [NOM] [NOM] [NOM] [NOM] [NOMv]

b. Tns [DP Q   Dem  Num   A N ] 

12345

|

…
.

…
.

…
.

…
.

In (16b), the light source illuminates an opaque target (N) beneath it. Each inter-
mediate translucent target (Q, Dem, Num, A) is also illuminated. No expression is 
cast in shadow. On this analogy, the requirements of Case Theory may be thought 
of as “establishing appropriate lighting for the scene”.

1.5 “Lighting problems” – Core cases in DP

Let us now consider several core cases from English using our analogy. As above 
we assume that nouns are opaque whereas modifiers like adjectives are translucent. 
Under these assumptions adjectives should be possible prenominal modifiers since 
they are translucent (17a). But nouns should not be possible prenominal modifiers 
since they are opaque: a prenominal N will leave the head noun in shadow (i.e., 
unilluminated) (17b).13

 (17) a.  An important man 

Src [NP D A N ] 

b.  ∗An importance man

Src [NP D N N ] 

…
.

…
.

…
. |

| |

By contrast, neither adjectives nor nouns should be possible in postnominal posi-
tion, since both will lie in the shadow of the head noun (18a,b).

13. (17b) is intended to present the case of syntactic attributive nominals, not noun compounds 
like noun compounds like music teacher or child prodigy. The latter are words; case marking 
requirements presumably apply only to the N as a whole and not to its subconstituent Ns.
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 (18) 

b.  ∗A man importance
Src D N ] 

Src D N

N

A ] 
a.  ∗A man important

…
.

…
.|

…
. | |

[NP

[NP

Because they are translucent, postnominal adjectives should be rescuable by 
movement to prenominal position (19a). But a postnominal noun should not be 
so-rescuable since preposing will simply put the head noun in shadow (19b) (cf. 
17b).

 (19) 

b.  ∗An importance man importance

Src D NA ] 
a.  An important man important 

…
.

…
.

…
.|

A

Src D NN ] …
. | | |

N

[NP

[NP

On the other hand, a postnominal noun should be salvageable by addition of a new 
lighting source, such as a preposition (20a). But a postnominal adjective should not 
be so-salvageable since addition of a lighting source will provide no opaque target 
for illumination (20b):

 (20) 

b.   ∗A man of important

Src D PN ]
a.   A man of importance

…
. | |

N

Src D PN ]

…
.

…
.| ?

A

[NP

[NP

These predictions are correct, as the English examples at the right illustrate. But it 
should be restressed that our lighting analogy assumes uniform rightward descent 
in structure where linear order mirrors c-command relations. Where this assump-
tion fails, the analogy will fail, even if the underlying feature theory makes the 
correct predictions. To illustrate, consider the lighting scenario in (21), where an 
adjective (A) is right-adjoined to, and therefore higher than, the noun (N) despite 
following it linearly. Our feature theory will allow a fully licit chain of agreement 
relations formed by binary merge (21a), but our lighting analogy will not capture 
this (21b = 17a).
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 (21) a. X   … Dem
[iCASE] [CASE] [CASEv] [CASE]

b. Src Dem N A

123

…
.

…
.|

[NP

[NP

[ N [ A ]]]

]

It is therefore important to keep this framing assumption in mind in what follows.14

2. Case – Category mapping

The discussion in (17)–(21) assumes an alignment of category and case wherein 
nouns are opaque elements and adjectives are translucent. We might ask, is this 
invariant? Is case opacity correlated in a deep way with syntactic and semantic 
noun-hood? Likewise is case translucency correlated in a deep way with syntactic 
and semantic adjective-hood? Put differently, could nouns behave like adjectives 
with respect to case, without becoming adjectives? Could adjectives behave like 
nouns with respect to case, without becoming nouns?

2.1 “Transparent” Ns

Suppose the nouns of a language were concordial (NC) or could be made concordial 
by grammatical means. Prenominal position would then become open, either as a 
base site (22a) or through movement (22b). If the only change were in case prop-
erties, the noun would stay referential and semantically noun-like.

 (22) a.  Prenominal Concordial NC

Src D N  ]

b.  Postnominal Concordial NC

Src D N NC ]…
.

…
.

…
.

…
.

…
.|

|
[NP

[NP

NC

NC

Corbett (1987) describes Upper Sorbian (Lusatia, eastern Germany) as creating 
“possessive adjectives” from nouns (or noun phrases) by attaching the -ow to mas-
culine nouns and -in/-yn to feminine nouns. Compare the postnominal genitive 

14. The structure in (21b) is plausibly represented by Romance adjective attachment as argued 
by Lamarche (1991). See Larson (2019-2020) for further discussion.
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construction in (23a), with the possessive adjective construction in (23b). Note 
that although Jan is a masculine noun (m) that would normally trigger masculine 
agreement in an agreeing pronoun, Jan-ow is inflected with -a as a nominative 
feminine singular, in agreement with the feminine head noun knih ‘book’. This is 
the inflection expected of an attributive adjective.

(23) a. knih-a Jan-a
   book(F)-nom.sg Jan(m)-gen.sg

   ‘Jan’s book’
   b. Jan-ow-a knih-a
   Jan(m)-poss-nom.sg.f book(F)-nom.sg

   ‘Jan’s book’

At the same time, Corbett (1987) notes that possessive adjectives retain their ref-
erential, noun-like status. Thus in (24a), kotryž ‘who’ is anaphoric to, and agrees in 
gender with, Wićaz, contained within the possessive adjective; similarly for kotryž 
‘who’ and Wunderlich in (24b):15

(24) a. Słysetaj … Wićaz-ow-y hłós, kotryž
   hear Wićaz(m)-poss.acc.sg.m voice(m)[acc.sg], rel.nom.sg.m

e zastupił.
is gone.in

   ‘They hear Wićaz’s voice, who has entered’.
    = (22) in Corbett (1987), citing Lötzsch (1965;378)

   b. … padny wrotar … na
        fall.preterite.3.sg goal keeper(m) [nom.sg] on

Wunderlich-ow-e kolen-o, kotryž
Wunderlich(m)-poss-acc.sg.n knee(N)-acc.sg rel.nom.sg.m
dyrbješe …. hrajnišć-o wopušćić.
must.preterite.3.sg       playing field(N)-acc.sg leave.inf

   ‘The goal keeper fell … on Wunderlich’s knee, who had …to leave the 
playing field’  Serbske Nowiny 101 (27.5.2008)

Upper Sorbian -in/-yn/-ow thus does not seem to be category changing in the 
sense of truly “adjectivalizing” a noun both syntactically and semantically. Rather 
it simply seems to change the noun’s agreement properties, making it behave like a 
concordial, adjectival element. We therefore offer the following hypothesis:

15. Note in (24b) that whereas Wunderlich is inherently masculine (m), koleno ‘knee’ is neuter 
(N), hence it is clear that kotryž ‘who’, which is also masculine, is agreeing with the possessive 
adjective and not with the larger noun phrase in which it occurs. I am grateful to Greville Cor-
bett (p.c.) and Thomas Menzel (p.c.) for discussion of these examples, and to Thomas Menzel in 
particular for example (24b).
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Proposal: Prenominal “genitive” or “adjectivalizing” morphology can instanti-
ate concordializers (22), which make a noun “translucent”.

In Upper Sorbian, concordial status of the possessive adjective is seen in both case 
and φ-features (number and gender). Hereafter I will ignore concordiality with 
respect to φ-features and concentrate only on concordiality with respect to case.

2.2 “Opaque” As

Suppose adjectives were case-opaque elements in some language. What would that 
look like distributionally? With respect to attributive positions, both (25a) and 
(25b) would be now be ungrammatical since in both cases an element that needs 
to be illuminated (N/A) would fail to be.

 (25) a.  ∗Prenominal position
Src [NP D        A N ] 

b   ∗Postnominal position.
Src [NP D N A ] 

…
. |

…
. |

|

|

Given previous discussion, two theoretical possibilities would then remain: ad-
dition of a new case source (26) or concordialization (27), either with merge in 
prenominal position (27a) or movement to prenominal position (27b):

 (26) Add Case-Source
Src [NP D N Src A ]

…
. ||

 (27) a.   Concordialize A : Merge Prenominally
Src [NP D AC N  ]

b.   Concordialize A : Merge Postnominally & Prepose
Src [NP D N AC ] 

…
.

…
.

…
.

|

…
.

…
. |

AC

At the same time, since the adjectives would continue to be non-referential, even 
if case-marked, we would not expect them to occur in argument positions. That 
is, we would expect the equivalents of (28b–30b) to be uniformly ungrammatical.
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 (28) Subject position
  a. Truth/beauty endures.
  b. *True/beautiful endures.

 (29) Direct Object position
  a. We accept truth/beauty.
  b. *We accept true/beautiful.

 (30) Prepositional Object position
  a. Beyond great length/*very long (this road is also dangerous)
  b. Without great importance/*very important (this project won’t be funded)
  c. In addition to substantial thickness/*substantially thick (this book is 

interesting)

I will now consider in detail cases where the two schematic possibilities in (26) and 
(27) appear to be instantiated. These involve the so-called “Ezafe” and “Reverse 
Ezafe” phenomena found in certain Iranian languages.

3. Ezafe in Iranian languages

In Modern Persian (Iranian Persian, Afghan Persian, Tajik Persian), Kurdish (So-
rani, Kurmanji), “Kurdish-like” languages (Zazaki, Hawrami) and some dialects 
of Balochi, noun, adjective, quantifier and prepositional heads precede their com-
plements and modifiers. In certain cases, a morpheme called “Ezafe” (-ez) appears 
between them and is realized on the preceding element. The basic patterns are 
displayed in (31a–d):

 (31) a. N – ez NP/AP/(some) PP
  b. A – ez NP
  c. Q – ez NP (for some Qs)
  d. P – ez NP (for some Ps)

3.1 Ezafe in Iranian Persian

Iranian Persian (hereafter “iPersian”) exhibits Ezafe in its simplest form, the only 
variation being phonological (e/ye) according to whether Ezafe precedes a conso-
nant or vowel. (32a–k) illustrate the occurrence of Ezafe in a noun phrase (NP) 
between the noun head and various modifiers and complements:
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 (32) Modifiers and Complements of Nouns
   a. del-e sang  (N-ez NP)
   heart-ez stone  

   ‘stone heart’
   b. manzel-e John  (N-ez NP)
   house-ez John  

   ‘John’s house‘
   c. šahr-e Tehran  (N-ez NP)
   city-ez Tehran  

   ‘Tehran city’
   d. Ali-e Ghozati  (N-ez NP)
   Ali-ez Ghozati  

   ‘Ali Ghozati’
   e. taxrib-e šahr  (N-ez NP)
   destruction-ez city  

   ‘destruction of the city’
   f. xordan-e âb  (N-ez NP)
   drinking-ez water  

   ‘drinking of water’
   g. forušande-ye ketâb  (N-ez NP)
   seller-ez books  

   ‘seller of books’
   h. otâq-e besyâr kučik  (N-ez AP)
   room-ez very small  

   ‘very small room’
   i. rais-jomhur-e sabeq-e amrika  (N-ez AP)
   president-ez past-ez America  

   ‘past/former president of America.’
   j. divâr-e jelo Ali  (N-ez PP)
   wall-ez in-front-of Ali  

   ‘wall in front of Ali’
   k. ketâb-e jadid-e jâleb  (N-ez AP-ezAP)
   book-ez new-ez interesting  

   ‘interesting new book’

(33a–c) illustrate the occurrence of Ezafe in an adjective phrase (AP) between the 
head and its nominal (NP) complement:

 (33) Complements of As
   a. besyâr âšeq-e Hasan  (A-ez NP)
   very in love-ez Hasan  

   ‘very enamored with Hasan’
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   b. besyâr negarân-e bače-hâ  (A-ez NP)
   very worried-ez child-pl  

   ‘very worried about the children’
   c. montazer-e Godot  (A-ez NP)
   waiting-ez Godot  

   ‘waiting for Godot’

Ezafe also occurs in iPersian between some quantificational elements (Qs) and their 
restriction phrase (34a–c):

 (34) Partitives
   a. tamâm-e šerkat-hâ  (Q-ez NP)
   all-ez company-pl  

   ‘all/the-totality-of companies’
   b. bištar-e in šerkat-hâ  (Q-ez NP)
   most-ez these company-pl  

   ‘most/the-majority-of these companies’
   c. hič kodum-e šerkat-hâ  (Q N-ez NP)
   no one-ez company-pl  

   ‘none of the companies

With certain PPs, Ezafe also occurs between the prepositional head and its object. 
When PP occurs as a noun modifier, Ezafe sometimes occurs between PP and N (35):

 (35) Complements of (certain) Ps
   a. beyn-e man-o to  (P-ez NP)
   between-ez me-conj you  

   ‘between me and you’
   b. vasat-e otâq  (P-ez NP)
   in-the-middle-ez room  

   ‘in the middle of the room’
   c. dor-e estaxr  (P-ez NP)
   around-ez pool  

   ‘around the pool’
   d. baqal-e dar  (P-ez NP)
   by-ez door  

   ‘by the door’
   e. xune-ye [PP kenâr-e daryâ]  (N-ez [PP P-ez NP])
   house-ez next-ez sea   

   ‘house on the beach’

Finally, Ezafe shows an interesting asymmetry with relative clauses. As noted by 
Samvelian (2007), Ezafe is obligatory with non-finite, reduced relative clauses 
(RRC) (36a–b), however with finite relative clauses (FRC) it is excluded (36c–d):
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 (36) Relative clauses
   a. in javân-e [az swis bargašt-e]  (N-ez RRC)
   this young-ez from Switzerland return.pst-ptcp  

   ‘this young man back from Switzerland’
   b. aks-e [čâpšod-e dar ruznâme]  (N-ez RRC)
   photo-ez published-ptcp in newspaper  

   ‘the photo published in the newspaper’
   c. [dust-e Hasan] (*-e) [ke Nânâz-o mi-šnâs-e]
   friend-ez Hasan -ez that Nanaz-acc dur-know.pres-3sg

   ‘the friend of Hasan that knows Nanaz’  (N(*-ez) FRC)
   d. in šâgerd-â (*-ye) [ke zabânšenâsi mi-xun-and]
   dem student-pl -ez that linguistics dur-study.pres-3pl

   ‘these students who study linguistics’  (N(*-ez) FRC)

The data above illustrate the formidable challenge faced by accounts of Ezafe dis-
tribution. Ezafe has frequently been dubbed a “marker of modification” (Lazard 
1957, Palmer 1971, Haig 2011, Kahnemuyipour 2014) given examples like (32a–b) 
and (32h–k). But this description is plainly inadequate given data like (32e–g) and 
(33–35), where Ezafe appears in head-complement structures. Furthermore, finite 
relative clauses, which are plainly nominal modifiers are excluded with Ezafe in 
iPersian (36c–d).

Ezafe has also been analyzed as a “marker of predication” or a copula (Den 
Dikken and Singhapreecha 2004, Den Dikken 2006, Karimi 2007, Franco et all 
2015). But again data like (32i) show that Ezafe can appear with non-predicative 
adjectives like sabeq ‘past’; furthermore, Ezafe does not appear with predicatives like 
finite relative clauses as we saw in (36c–d). So predication too is neither a necessary 
nor a sufficient condition for Ezafe occurrence.

Most commonly in recent years, Ezafe has been described as “marker of de-
pendency” or a “linker” (Samvelian 2007, 2008, Toosarvandani and van Urk 2014). 
But again this description fares no better than the previous two given that not all de-
pendencies or “linkages” – even ones of intuitively the same type as in (36a–d) – are 
marked by Ezafe. In the absence of further elaboration, designations like “Marker 
of Dependency” or “Linker” are simply placeholders for a genuine analysis.16

16. Parsafar (2010) notes the tradition among classical scholars of regarding Ezafe as a polyse-
mous item with many subtypes. Thus he cites Homayunfarrokh (1339/1960) as identifying: a 
possessive Ezafe, a particularizing Ezafe, a descriptive Ezafe, a metaphorical Ezafe, a definitional 
Ezafe and an analogical Ezafe. To this list Phillott (1919) apparently adds an Ezafe of profession, 
a territorial Ezafe, an epithetical Ezafe, a patronymic Ezafe, a partitive Ezafe and a superlative 
Ezafe. G. Corbett (p.c.) notes that these descriptions strongly recall traditional accounts of case – 
‘genitive of possession’, ‘subjective genitive’, ‘genitive of time’, etc. We make the connection to case 
directly below.
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3.2 Ezafe as a case-marker

The proposals noted above share the feature of trying to bring Ezafe distribution un-
der some broad semantic or functional concept, like ‘modification’, ‘predication’ or 
‘dependency’. A very different analysis is offered by Samiian (1994), who proposes 
that Ezafe is present in order to satisfy a formal syntactic requirement. Samiian’s 
proposal can be motivated by consideration of (37)–(40) below, which involve NPs, 
APs, PPs and QPs, respectively. Each of the (a) examples exhibits Ezafe; the remain-
ing ones either show the iPersian preposition az or show Ezafe and az alternating, 
with largely identical meaning. Semantic variation in heads across the example sets 
suggests that az contributes very little on its own – i.e., that its content is determined 
contextually.17 Like Ezafe, az seems to be present largely for grammatical reasons, 
with examples becoming sharply ungrammatical without it.

(37) a. ye goruh *(-e)/*(az) dânešju-yân  (NP)
   a group -ez / of student-pl  

   ‘a group of the students’
   b. davat *(-e)/*(az) aziz-ân ]
   invitation -ez/ of loved-pl

   ‘invitation of loved ones’
   c. gozâreš *(-e)/*(az) vezârat-e farhang
   report -ez/ of ministry-ez education

   ‘report of/from the ministry of education’

17. Az has independent use in iPersian as an ablative preposition meaning ‘from’ (ia-b); exam-
ple (ib) shows both partitive and ablative uses together:

(i) a. Ali az N.Y. âmad-e bud    
   Ali from N.Y. came-ppt was  

   ‘Ali had come from N.Y.’
   b. Yek-i az dâneshjuy-ân az Chomsky soal-e xub-i kard
   One-indef from student-pl from Chomsky question-ez good-indef made

   ‘one of the students asked a good question of Chomsky’

iPersian speakers detect an “ablative flavor” with az in some cases in (37)–(40), such as (37c). 
Note that from/of alternation is also found in English in examples like (iia-b):

 (ii) a. Alice jumped out of/from the plane.
  b. Max ran out of/from the house.
  c. We require this of/from you.

Presumably the semantic differences between use of Ezafe versus az follow from the fact that 
az carries genuine semantic features whereas Ezafe is semantically empty, a pure case-marker, 
counterpart to the difference between English from and of.
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(38) a. negarân *(-e) bače-hâ  (AP)
   worried -ez child-pl  

   ‘worried about the children’
   b. deltang *(az) zendegi
   depressed of life

   ‘depressed about life’
   c. xašmgin *(az) natije -ye entexabat
   enraged of result -ez election

   ‘enraged by/at/about the election result’

(39) a. bištar *(-e) ketâb-hâ  (QP)
   most -ez book.pl  

   ‘most of/among the books’
   b. barxi *(az) ketâb-hâ
   some of book-pl

   ‘some of/among the books’
   c. čand-tâ *(-ye)/*(az) ânhâ
   few-unit -ez / of them

   ‘few of them’
   d. hič kodum *(-ye)/*(az) ânhâ
   not any -ez / of them

   ‘none of them’

(40) a. dar-tul *(-e) mâh -e Fevriye  (PP)
   during -ez month -ez February  

   ‘during the month of February’
   b. qabl *(-e)/*(az) nahâr
   before -ez /of lunch

   ‘before lunch’
   c. bad *(-e)/*(az) molâqât -e Hasan ]
   after -ez /of visit -ez Hasan

   ‘after the meeting with Hasan’
   d. birun *(-e)/*(az) panjare
   out -ez /of window

   ‘out/outside of the window’

As noted by Karimi and Brame (1986/2012), English shows a similar distributional 
pattern insofar as English has a preposition that can appear in many of the same 
contexts as Ezafe/az, namely the preposition of. Consider the glosses in (41a–l):

(41) a. gardanband-e talâ  (N-ez NP)
   necklace-ez gold  

   ‘necklace of gold’
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   b. manzel-e John  (N-ez NP)
   house-ez John  

   ‘house of John’s‘/’John’s house’
   c. šahr-e Tehran  (N-ez NP)
   city-ez Tehran  

   ‘city of Tehran’/’Tehran city’
   d. Ali-e Ghozati  (N-ez NP)
   Ali-ez Ghozati  

   ‘Ali of the Ghozati’s/‘Ali Ghozati’
   e. taxrib-e šahr  (N-ez NP)
   destruction-ez city  

   ‘destruction of the city’
   f. xordan-e âb  (N-ez NP)
   drinking-ez water  

   ‘drinking of water’
   g. forušande-ye ketâb  (N-ez NP)
   seller-ez books  

   ‘seller of books’
   h. bištar-e ketâb-hâ  (Q-ez NP)
   most-ez book-pl  

   ‘most of the books’
   i. ârezumand-e šohrat  (A-ez NP)
   desirous-ez fame  

   ‘desirous of fame’
   j. birun-e panjare  (P-ez NP)
   out-ez window  

   ‘out of the window’
   k. bâ-vojud-e Hasan  (P-ez NP)
   with-existence-ez Hasan  

   ‘inspite of Hasan’
   l. be-dalil-e in mozu  (P-ez NP)
   for-reason-ez this issue  

   ‘because of this issue’

Interestingly, the distributional complexity of English of has prompted descrip-
tions very similar to those accorded to Ezafe. Thus dictionaries speak of an “of 
of modification” or predication for examples like (41a–d); an “of expressing con-
nection” between two items for examples like (41d–g,i,k–l), a “partitive of” for 
(41h), an “ablative of” for (41j) etc. Once again, these represent attempts to capture 
of-distribution under semantic or functional concepts.

Chomsky (1981) departs sharply from this tradition, proposing that of is present 
in examples like the English glosses in (41) for purely syntactic reasons. Specifically, 
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Chomsky proposes that featurally nominal elements – i.e., [+N] categories – need 
case, but that [+N] elements do not assign case, and hence the situation of adjacent 
nominal elements will raise a potential case-problem (42a). Of is suggested to be 
present to meet this purely syntactic requirement, assigning case to the nominal 
to its right (42b). The presence of iPersian az in (37)–(40) can be analyzed in the 
same terms (42c).

 (42) non-case-assigning case-assigning case-requiring
   a. X[+N] ⇏   Y[+N] *
  b. X[+N] ⇏ [PP of Y[+N] English of
  c. X[+N] ⇏ [PP az Y[+N] iPersian az

Samiian (1994) extends Chomsky’s analysis to iPersian Ezafe, proposing that 
Ezafe functions to remedy the situation in (42a) with respect to case. In Samiian’s 
view, Ezafe is a nominal clitic, assigning case to the nominal to its right (43a); 
Larson and Yamakido (2008) offer a minor variant of this idea, analyzing Ezafe as 
a preposition-like element, which heads its own phrase (EzP), assigning case and 
cliticizing onto a preceding [+N] element (43b):18

 (43) Non-case-assigning Case-assigning Case-requiring

a. X[+N] -EZ ⇒

⇒

Y[+N]

b. X[+N] -EZ [EzP -EZ Y[+N]  ] iPersian EZ

iPersian EZ

Samiian adopts the widely held analysis of categories in Chomsky (1972) and 
Stowell (1983), wherein adjectives are [+N] categories. She thus proposes that oc-
currence of Ezafe with adjectives in iPersian falls under the scheme in (43).19

3.3 iPersian adjectives are not nouns

Samiian’s case-marking analysis of Ezafe has been argued to account for the broad 
distribution of Ezafe in a unified way, including all of the cases discussed above 
(see Larson and Samiian 2020a, 2020b). It has also been argued to mesh well with 
the historical development of Ezafe from Old Persian (Samiian and Larson, forth-
coming). The formal case-marking analysis is therefore highly attractive. But it also 
carries the striking implication that adjectives are directly case-marked in iPersian. 

18. Samiian and Larson (forthcoming) argue that in Middle Persian, Ezafe and its following 
phrase form a constituent of category PP; hence that EzP in Larson and Yamakido (2008) should 
be analyzed as PP.

19. Parsafar (2010) cites Homayunfarrokh (1339/1960) as referring to Ezafe as a “case”.
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In other words, adjectives must be “opaque” elements with respect our visual anal-
ogy, behaving in this respect like nouns. This fact does not appear to reflect any sort 
of “deep nominality” since, as observed in Larson and Samiian (2020a), iPersian 
adjectives do not behave like nouns semantically. Whereas nouns are permitted in 
argument positions, iPersian adjectives are not (44–46) (cf. 28–30). Furthermore, 
nouns are not freely substitutable for adjectives in attributive constructions (47).20 
Presumably these differences reflect the status of nouns as referential elements se-
mantically suitable for argument-hood versus the status of adjectives as predicative 
elements.

 (44) Subject position
   a. haqiqat/zibâyi pâydâr ast
   truth/beauty enduring is

   ‘truth/beauty endures’
   b. *haqiqi/zibâ pâydâr ast
   true/beautiful enduring is

   ‘true/ beautiful endures’

 (45) Direct Object position
   a. mâ haqiqat/zibâyi-ro qabul mikon-im.
   we truth/beauty-acc acceptance do

   ‘We accept truth/beauty.’
   b. *mâ haqiqi/zibâ-ro qabul mikon-im.
   we true/beautiful-acc acceptance do

   ‘We accept true/beautiful.’

20. Notice in regard to (47a–c) that Ezafe departs from English of insofar as of does occur with 
the equivalent nominals (ia-c):

 (i) a. a road of [great length]
  b. an article of [great importance]
  c. a book of [great thickness]

iPersian requires the true preposition encoding possession ba ‘with’ in such cases. This may 
represent a form of blocking effect: given the availability of the prepositional construction with 
a more specific meaning (46a-c), the corresponding Ezafe construction is excluded. This fact may 
in turn be part of a deeper issue, viz., that whereas Ezafe and P can alternate before nominals 
(recall 37-40), they never alternate before adjectives. Only Ezafe is possible in this context. It is 
thus “as if ” iPersian adjectives will tolerate and indeed require a “pure” case-marker like Ezafe, but 
will not tolerate a case-marker to which any semantic content can accrete, even a very bleached 
P like az ‘from’. The counterpart is then a preference for P wherever a more specific meaning 
contrast is available to be expressed, as in the case of (46) where we are dealing with possession. 
If this line of thinking is correct it sheds doubt on the proposal of Franco et al (2015) that Ezafe 
itself encodes a possession relation.
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 (46) Prepositional Object position
   a. ye jâde bâ [tul-e ziâd] /*[besyâr tulâni]
   indef road with length-ez great /*very long

   ‘a road of great length’
   b. ye maqâle bâ [ahamiat-e ziyâd] /*[besyâr mohem]
   indef article with importance-ez great /*very important

   ‘an article of great importance’

 (47) Attributive position
   a. ye jâde -ye [besyâr tulâni] /*[tul-e ziâd]
   indef road -ez very long /*length-ez great

   ‘a very long road’
   b. ye maqâle-ye [besyâr mohem] /*[ahamiat-e ziyâd]
   indef article-ez very important /*importance-ez great

   ‘a very important article’
   c. ye ketâb-e [besyâr zaxim] /*[zexâmat-e ziâd]
   indef book-ez very thick /*thickness-ez great

   ‘a very thick book’

Thus under Samiian’s case-marking analysis of Ezafe, iPersian appears to instantiate 
the situation depicted earlier in (26), repeated below as (48a) where X are opaque, 
post-nominal items, and where a new case source – Ezafe – is inserted to ensure 
“proper lighting”. Thus an example like (48b) (cf. 37k), with multiple adjectives, 
would receive an analysis like (48c).

 (48) a. Add case-source
Src [NP D N Ezafe X  ]

b. in ketâb-e jadid-e (N-EZ AP-EZ AP)
DEM book-EZ new-EZ interesting
'this interesting newbook’

c. Src [NP in ketâb -e jadid -e jâleb]

…
.

…
. |

||

| |

jâleb

iPersian adjectives pattern like nominals in this respect in that they appear in the 
position X. But iPersian adjectives have not become categorial nouns in any se-
mantic or denotational sense, despite the convergence in case properties. iPersian 
therefore plausibly represents a language of the kind hypothesized earlier, where the 
case distinction assigned/concordial does not align with the category distinction 
noun/adjective.
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4. “Reverse Ezafe” in Caspian languages

The Caspian languages Mazanderani, Gilaki, Talyshi and Tati show an element (X) 
resembling Ezafe. However in these languages nominal modifiers and complements 
precede the head noun; likewise objects of prepositions and complements of ad-
jectives precede their heads. In these contexts, X occurs between the modifiers/
complements and the heads, attaching to the linearly preceding element (49). The 
similarity to Ezafe is striking; compare iPersian (31a,b,d) (repeated below):

 (49) Caspian languages
  a. NP/AP/PP -X N
  b. NP -X A
  c. NP -X P

 (31) iPersian
  a. N – ez NP/AP/PP
  b. A – ez NP
  d. P – ez NP

Rastorgueva, V. S. et al. (1971/2012) analyze the Gilaki item as “Genitive Case” 
when it attaches to nouns, and as an “attributive marker” when it attaches to ad-
jectives. Stilo (2010, 2018), labels X “Reverse” Ezafe (rez) to register both the re-
semblance to Ezafe and the key word order difference in the Caspian languages. I 
will adopt Stilo’s terminology here, glossing X as rez.

Examples (50)–(52) illustrate Reverse Ezafe in Gilaki, which may be compared 
directly to the iPersian forms in (32)–(35).

 (50) Modifiers and complements of N
   a. baɣ-ə gul-an  (NP-rez N)
   garden-rez flower-pl  

   ‘garden flowers’
   b. John-ə xowne  (NP-rez N)
   John-rez house  

   ‘John’s house’
   c. ab-ə xurdan  (NP-rez N)
   water-rez eat  

   ‘drinking of water’
   d. surx-ə gul  (AP-rez N)
   red-rez flower  

   ‘red flower’
   e. xayli kushtay(-ə) utaq  (AP-rez N)
   very small(-rez) room  

   ‘very small room’
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   f. xujir-ə tåzə-ə kitâb  (AP-rez AP-rez N)
   good-rez new-rez book  

   ‘good new book’
   g. daryâ(-ə) kinâr-ə xowne  ([NP-ez P]-rez N)
   sea(-rez) next-rez house  

   ‘house beside the sea’

 (51) Complements of A
   a. Hasan-ə âshiq  (NP-rez A)
   Hasan-rez in love  

   ‘in love with Hasan’
   b. zak-ə negarown  (NP-rez A)
   child-rez worried  

   ‘worried about the child’
   c. Gudut-ə muntazir  (NP-rez A)
   Godot-rez waiting  

   ‘waiting for Godot’

 (52) Complements of P
   a. divâr-ə sar  (NP-rez P)
   wall-rez top  

   ‘up the wall’
   b. otâq-ə vasat  (NP-rez P)
   room-rez center  

   ‘in the middle of the room’
   c. istaxr-e dowri  (NP-rez P)
   pool-rez around  

   ‘around the pool’
   d. daryâ(-ə) kinâr-ə xowne  ([NP-rez P]-rez N)
   sea(-rez) next-rez house  

   ‘house beside the sea’

As these examples clearly, show the Caspian nominal is virtually a mirror reflection 
of the iPersian nominal. The apparent symmetry is striking.

4.1 The analysis of Reverse Ezafe21

Given the resemblance between Ezafe and Reverse Ezafe, we might ask whether the 
two should be analyzed the same, viz., as “lighting sources”, with Ezafe as in (53a) 
(= 26) and Reverse Ezafe as in (53b)? At first sight this view seems plausible. The 

21. I am grateful to Mark Baker (p.c.) for comments that have considerably clarified this section.
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“lighting problems” posed by opaque heads (N) and opaque modifiers and com-
plements (X) would appear to be solved in a parallel way, despite the differences 
in word order.

 (53)

 

a.   iPersian
Src [NP

[NP

D N EZ X  ]

b.   Caspian Languages
Src D X REZ N  ]

…
.

…
.

| |

| |

On closer examination, however, things aren’t so simple. Note a key asymmetry in 
(53a,b): whereas N gets its case from an NP-external source in (53a), which may 
vary with syntactic environment, N always gets its case from an internal source in 
(53b), specifically, from REzafe. This predicts, for example, that an NP with the 
structure in (53a) might show different case inflection on N when occurring in 
different case-marking environments, whereas an NP with the structure in (53b) 
would not. Relatedly, with (53a) we would not expect N to inflect differently de-
pending on the presence or absence of X, but with (53b) we would since absence 
of X would mean that N was now getting case from an NP-external source, and 
not from REzafe.

The predicted differences are difficult to test given that iPersian and the Caspian 
languages show minimal overt case-marking. In both, the nominative is marked 
with the bare stem, while the dative/accusative are marked with an ending. But 
compare the following examples from iPersian, with Ezafe, and from Tati, with 
REzafe.22

 (54) iPersian
   a. qatâr (-e no) mir-e
   train (-ez new) go.prs.3s

   ‘The new train leaves’
   b. man qatâr(-e no) ro mibin-am
   1s train(-ez new) acc see.prs-1s

   ‘I see the new train’

 (55) Tati
   a. (nuj-ɛ) qatʌr miʃu
   (new-rez) train go.prs.3s

   ‘The (new) train is leaving’

22. I am grateful to Neda Taherkhani (p.c.) for the data in (54) and (55).
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   b. az (nuj-ɛ) qatar-e mivin-em
   1s (new-rez) train-obl see.prs-1s

   ‘I see the (new) train’

Case marking is entirely parallel in the two cases. The NPs are inflected identically, 
modulo specific differences in morphemes, whether in subject or object position 
and whether the modifier (‘new’) is present or absent. To the best of my knowledge, 
there is no evidence in the Caspian languages for the case-marking expected under 
(53b). Indeed cross-linguistically I know of no language where nominals pattern 
in this way – where, in a language inflected for case, the head noun shows a case 
different from the one appropriate to its grammatical position (subject, direct ob-
ject, indirect object, object of preposition, etc.) depending on the presence of an 
adjunct modifier.

Given this, I tentatively suggest an alternative view of Reverse Ezafe, namely 
that it is an instance of concordialization, as discussed earlier. That is, (53a–b) are 
to be replaced with (56a–b).

 (56) a.   iPersian
Src [NP

[NP

D EZ X  ]

b.  Caspian Languages
Src D N  ]

…
.

…
.

…
.

|

|

|
N

XREZ

A Gilaki example like (57a) (cf. 50f), will therefore receive the analysis in (57b), 
which may be compared with (48c):

(57) a. an xujir-ə tåzə-ə kitâb  (D AP- rez AP- rez N)
   dem good-rez new-rez book  

   ‘this good new book’
  b. Src [NP an xujir-ə məɣåzə-ə kitâb ]
   Src [NP an     xujir-ә mәγåzә-ә kitâb ]…

.

…
.

…
. |

Notice that the key asymmetry noted above with (53) is absent in (56). iPersian 
and Caspian NPs are the same with respect to the source of case on the head N. In 
both cases it now comes uniformly from an NP external source. The differences lie 
in how the other nominal NP-internal elements get case, with Ezafe languages, by 
an additional source, with Reverse Ezafe languages, by concordialization.
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4.2 -ez/-rez and relative clauses

If concordialization is the correct analysis of Reverse Ezafe in the Caspian lan-
guages, it has potential implications for an additional phenomenon: the fact that 
although the symmetry between iPersian Ezafe and Caspian Reverse Ezafe con-
structions is pervasive, it breaks down with relative clauses. We saw earlier in (36) 
that iPersian relatives, like other nominal modifiers, are uniformly postnominal. 
Reduced or nonfinite relative clauses (RRCs) require Ezafe and show no comple-
mentizer (58a). By contrast, finite relative clauses (FRCs) disallow Ezafe and are 
introduced by the complementizer ke (58b).

 (58) iPersian relative clauses
   a. aks -e [čâp šode dar ruznâme]  (N-ez RRC)
   photo -ez publication become in newspaper  

   ‘the photo published in the newspaper’
   b. [dust -e Hasan] (*-e) [ke Nânâz-o mišnâs-e]  (N FRC)
   friend -ez Hasan -ez that Nanaz knows  

   ‘the friend of Hasan who knows Nanaz’

Under the mirror symmetry, we might therefor expect Caspian relative clauses to be 
uniformly prenominal, like other Caspian nominal modifiers. But in fact Caspian 
relative clauses split this pattern. Caspian reduced or nonfinite relative clauses do 
occur prenominally, as expected, and do require the Reverse Ezafe particle between 
the noun and clausal modifier (59a). However Caspian finite relative clauses occur 
postnominally, once again requiring the presence of a complementizer (kə) (59b), 
as in iPersian.23

 (59) Mazanderani relative clauses
   a. [tæʃ-ə sær bæpət ]-ə pəlɑ  (RRC-rez N)
   fire-rez on cooked.pprt -rez rice  

   ‘the rice that I cooked over a fire’
   b. untɑ pəlɑ [kə mən tæʃ-ə sær bæpət-əmə]  (N FRC)
   dem.dist rice that 1sg fire-rez on cooked-1sg  

   ‘the rice cooked over a fire’

Thus mirror symmetry holds only with nonfinite, participial relative clause mod-
ifiers, not with finite ones.

23. (59a–b) both contain an additional instance of REzafe associated with the preposition sær 
‘on’; the latter is internal to the relative clause and irrelevant to the point being made in the text.
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These facts potentially suggest the picture in (60), where all Caspian relative 
clauses originate in final position as in iPersian. Not requiring case, the finite ones 
may remain in place (60a). By contrast, as participial [+N] elements, reduced rel-
ative clauses require case and must move to a position where they can obtain it. 
But as opaque elements they must be concordialized in order to utilize the medial 
position. Hence the presence of REZafe (60b).

 (60) a. Src [NP D N

b. Src [NP D RRCRez N RRCRez  ]

FRC  ]…
.

…
.

…
.

|

|

This idea raises the further intriguing possibility that in the Caspian languages not 
only participial reduced relative clauses, but indeed all nominal modifiers (X) orig-
inate in postnominal position, where they are found in iPersian, and, after concor-
dialization, raise around the head noun, as in scheme (24), repeated below as (61):

 (61) Concordialize X and Move XC

Src [NP D        XC N        XC ]

…
.

…
.

…
.|

Nevertheless, whether complements and modifiers are base-merged in prenominal 
position as in (57b) or moved as in (61), Caspian languages seem plausible candi-
dates for the second kind of language hypothesized earlier, where again the case 
distinction assigned/concordial fails to align with the category distinction noun/
adjective, specifically, where nouns and adjectives behave as case-assigned elements 
and are treated equivalently with regard to the case-processes that license them in 
the nominal.

5 Case concord in VP?

The preceding discussion has looked strictly at case relations within the nominal. 
But our reflections apply equally to the verb phrase. A VP with two nominal objects 
will present a “lighting problem” similar to that of a nominal with two nominal el-
ements (e.g., a head and an attributive nominal, recall 17b). For example, consider 
the dative verb construction represented schematically in (62a), where NP1 repre-
sents the theme object and NP2 represents the goal. The case opacity of NP1 will 
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pose a lighting problem for NP2. This situation can be remedied by the insertion of 
a prepositional lighting source in the NP1-NP2 order (62b), or an applicative head 
in the NP2-NP1 order, where we take the latter as either basic, as in Marantz (1993) 
(62c) or derived, as in Larson (2014) (62d):24

 (62) a.  ∗sent the book the man
v-V [VP V NP1 NP2 ]

b.  sent the book to the man
v-V [VP V NP1 P NP2 ]

| |

| |

c.  sent the man the book
v-V [VP V NP2 NP1 ]

d.  sent the man the book
v-V [VP V NP2 APPL

APPL

NP2 ]

| |

NP1

|| |

These points raise the natural question of whether we also see anything like “con-
cordialization” at work in VP, with nominals behaving “adjectivally” with respect to 
case. For example, do we find cases where the problem posed by (62a) is solved as 
in (63a), where, instead of inserting an additional source for NP2, we concordialize 
NP1? Alternatively, do we see cases where argument order has inverted and we find 
evidence for concordialization of the medial NP (63b)?

 (63) a.  Concordialize Inner NP
[VP V NP1

C

NP2C

NP2  ]

NP1
b.  Concordialize Outer NP & Prepose

v-V

v-V [VP V NP2C]…
.

…
.

…
.|

|

There are tantalizing hints that such possibilities might in fact be realized, which I 
will consider briefly below.

24. See Larson (2014,2017) for a discussion of the two applicative structures represented in 
(62c–d).
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5.1 Kinande “linkers”

Baker and Collins (2006) investigate the phenomenon of Kinande “linker” particles, 
which appear between the two complement nominals of ditransitive constructions 
like (64a–b). In (64a) lk appears between okugulu ‘leg’ and omo-kihuna ‘(in the) 
hole’. In (64b) lk appears between the same two nominals in the reverse order.

(64) a. Mo-n-a-hir-ire [okugulu] k’- [omo-kihuna ].
   aff-1ss-t-put-ext leg.15 lk.15 loc.18-hole.7  

   ‘I put the leg in the hole.’
   b. Mo-n-a-hir-ire [omo-kihuna ] m’- [okugulu].
   aff-1ss-t-put-ext loc.18-hole.7 lk.18 leg.15  

   ‘I put the leg in the hole.’

As Baker and Collins summarize its distribution, lk is quite generally required 
between two VP complement nominals α and β (65a), which may occur in either 
order (65b,c). However lk cannot precede both NPs (65d), nor can it follow both 
NPs (65e).

 (65) a. *V α β
  b. V α lk β
  c. V β lk α
  d. *V lk α β
  e. *V α β lk

Superficially, lk resembles a generalized preposition or applicative element, present 
to assign case to the second nominal (66). Compare (65b–c).

 (66) put the leg the hole
v-V [VP V NP1 LK NP2  ]

| |

However, as Baker and Collins observe, this analysis does not appear to be correct. 
Crucially, lk agrees with the preceding NP (67):

 (67) V     α    LK β
Agreement

Agreement can be seen in (64a–b), where the form of lk (k’- or m’-) reflects the 
noun class (15 versus 18, respectively) of the preceding nominal. This constitutes 
very un-preposition like behavior.
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5.2 Baker and Collins (2006)

In place of (61), Baker and Collins (2006) offer the analysis shown schematically in 
(68). lk is proposed to head a phrase (LkP) occurring between the little v “voice” 
head (Chomsky 1995), and the lexical VP. lk assigns case to a nominal to its right 
and attracts a nominal to the specifier position of its phrase.

 (68) [vP v [LkP lk [VP V … α … β … ] ]

Specifically, the order α-lk-β is derived by attracting α to the specifier position and 
assigning case to the remaining complement β (69a). The inverse order, β-lk-α, is 
derived by attracting β to the specifier position and assigning case to the remaining 
complement α (69b).

 (69) Case
a. [vP v  [LkP α LK [VP V … α … β … ] ]

Movement

Case 
b. [vP v  [LkP β LK [VP V … α … β … ] ]

Movement

Baker and Collins’ proposals accommodate the distributional patterns in (65a–e) 
and (67). The requirement that a linker occur medially between two object com-
plements (65a) follows from case theory: without lk, one of α or β will fail to be 
case-checked. The two complement orders, α-β and β-α (65b–c), are enabled by the 
movement mechanism in (69a–b). The fact that lk cannot precede both nominals 
(65d) follows from the requirement that at least one of lk’s nominal complements 
must raise to its specifier position. The fact that lk cannot trail both nominals (65e) 
follows from the requirement that at most one of lk’s nominal complements can 
raise. Finally, the fact that lk exhibits agreement with its preceding nominal (67) 
is accounted for by the latter’s occurrence in lk’s specifier position, and the usual 
assumption of spec-head agreement.

Although Baker and Collins’ account is attractive in coverage, a number of its 
core theoretical assumptions are either doubtful or outright problematic. Observe 
that in examples (64a–b), the main V occurs to the left of lk. This pattern occurs in 
all Kinande examples with a linker. On Baker and Collins’ structure (68), this fact 
entails that V must raise to v over lk without incorporating it (70).

 (70) v … [LkP LK [VP V … α … β … ] ]
? Raising

Such a derivation appears to violate Minimality – specifically, locality of head move-
ment (Baker 1988). Baker and Collins attempt to evade this problem by suggesting 
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that v and lkshare no features relevant for Minimality, thus rendering lk“invisible” 
to v when it probes downward. But this claim is dubious. Both v and lk bear case 
features – indeed, plausibly the very same feature [acc]. Furthermore, lk, and 
plausibly v, bear agreement features relevant to their Specs. More tellingly, in the 
Baker and Collins theory lkP is functionally (i.e., categorially) selected by little v 
and lk itself functionally selects V; this is what accounts for the lk’s medial position 
in the in the first place. Their theory thus requires v to “see” lk, and for lk to “see” 
V for purposes of selection, but for lk to then become invisible to both for pur-
poses of head movement. To my knowledge, this behavior is unattested elsewhere 
in syntactic theory.25

Likewise there are serious problems with Baker and Collins’ account of move-
ment and case-checking (69a–b). Crucially, in structure (68), α occurs between lk 
and β. Precisely because V doesn’t raise to lk in the derivation, this means that α 
and β are never equidistant from the specifier position of lk: α is always closer. And 
this means that Baker and Collins’ derivation in (69b), where lk raises the lower 
β to lk Spec across the intervening α, will straightforwardly violate Minimality 
(Superiority).

 (69b) Movement of β Violates Minimality
Case 

[vP v  [LkP β   LK [VP V … α … β … ] ]
Movement

Furthermore, consider the coordination of movement and case-checking required 
in the Baker and Collins’ derivation where the higher nominal α raises and the 
lower nominal is case-checked (69a).

25. Mark Baker (p.c.) suggests that the violation of Minimality in (70) might be comparable to 
verb movement in Breton, which Roberts (2010) argues to involve direct raising to C, skipping 
an intermediate T node (i):

(i) C … [TP T [vP … V …] ]
Raising

The comparison seems doubtful however. Chomsky (2001) analyzes T as a “defective” projection 
whose deficient status is directly associated with its selecting C. In essence, C and T behave like 
a single, “spread out” category C-T, rather than two separate ones. (For related ideas, see Pullum 
and Wilson 1977, arguing that tense should be analyzed as a property of the C head). On this view, 
the capacity of a verb to skip the lower T and move directly to C in the composite C-T category 
makes a certain amount of sense. So far as I can see, however, no such reasoning is available 
with v-lk. As discussed in Larson (2008), this relates to a basic gap in Baker and Collins’ (2006) 
account, viz., the lack of an explanation for why a Lnk head should occur, and occur where it 
does, in the extended verbal projection.
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 (69a) Checking of β Violates Cyclicity
Case

[vP v  [LkP α   LK [VP V … α … β … ] ]
Movement

Any attempt to check case on β before the raising of α will violate Minimality since 
α once again intervenes. However, checking case on β after raising – the point in 
the derivation where α is “out of the way” – plausibly violates Cyclicity. Having built 
lkP by movement of α, we are required to perform an operation involving only its 
subconstituent lk’ (i.e., Lk and its complement VP). These are unattractive results.

5.3 Linkers as concordializers

Larson (2008) proposes an alternative analysis of Kinande linkers on which lk is 
a proclitic concordializing element that right-adjoins to a nominal, agreeing with 
it (71a), but which subsequently cliticizes onto a following nominal (71b). lk thus 
somewhat resembles the iPersian Ezafe particle, which arguably forms a constituent 
with the following nominal element, but cliticizes onto the preceding one (71c).

 (71) a. [VP
[VP

V     [[ NP1 ] LK- ] NP2  ]
b. V     [[ NP1 ] LK- ] LK - NP2  ]

c. X[+N] - EZ [EzP -EZ Y[+N] ]

The noun-class agreement we observe between Lkand NP1 is here assimilated to 
other cases of right-adjoined elements in the nominal, for example, demonstra-
tives (72a–c), adjectives (73), possessive pronouns (74) and combinations thereof 
(75). In all cases these relevant items show noun-class agreement with the nominal 
head:26,27

(72) a. o-ku-boko o-ku-o(=oko)
   aug-15-arm aug-15-dem

   ‘this arm’

26. In am grateful to Patricia Schneider-Zioga (p.c.) for the Kinande data in (72)–(75) and dis-
cussion of them.

27. Agreement between Lk and NP1 obliges us to be precise in our use of “concordializer”, as 
pointed out by Mark Baker (p.c.). Kinande Lk is a concordializer in the sense of making the phrase 
it attaches to concordial for case – for making it “translucent” in terms of our analogy. But Lk 
is also itself concordial in showing agreement in noun-class with its head N. In this paper, I am 
using “concordializer” strictly in the first sense. Whether a concordializer is itself concordial, 
as in Kinande Lk, or is non-concordial, as in Caspian REzafe, which shows no agreement, is a 
separate matter.
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   b. a-ha-ndu a-ha-o(=aho)
   aug-16-place aug-16-dem

   ‘this place’
   c. oko-lu-himbo o-lu-o(=olo)
   loc.17-14-wall aug-14-dem

   ‘on this wall’

(73) omo-ny-umba ny-iri
  loc.18-9-house 9-tall

  ‘in a tall house’

(74) omo-ny-umba y-iwe
  loc.18-9-house 9-his/her

  ‘in his/her house’

(75) Omo-ny-umba y-iwe ny-iri e-rya
  loc.18-9-house 9-his/her 9-tall 9-dem(distant)

  ‘in that tall house of his there/yonder’

To derive the thematic order of complement nominals (NP1-NP2), lk concordial-
izes the inner NP1, allowing the outer NP2 to be illuminated by the higher source 
(76a). To derive the contra-thematic order (NP2-NP1), lk concordializes the outer 
NP2, which then scrambles to a medial position, allowing it to be illuminated by 
the higher source (76b).28

 (76) a.  Concordialize Inner NP
v-V      [VP V [ NP1 LK- ] NP2 ]

b.  Concordialize Outer NP & Prepose
v-V       [VP V [ NP2 LK- ] NP1 [ NP2 LK- ]

…
. |

…
. |

…
.

As discussed in Larson (2008), this analysis solves Kinande “lighting problems” 
in VP with no violation of Minimality or Cyclicity. Because lk is not a head in 
the verbal projection, and does not occur between v and V in any case, no issues 
arise regarding movement of V to v. Furthermore, since lk does not assign case, 
but simply renders its co-constituent nominal “transparent”, there are no issues of 
assigning case to one nominal over another.

28. Mark Baker (p.c.) notes that Kinande diverges from other Bantu languages in having notably 
freer word order within VP and that the Baker and Collins proposal captures this through Lk, 
which creates a specifier position where movements can land. The proposal in Larson (2008) 
offers a different order explanation: precisely because Kinande has a concordializing element, it 
can take advantage of a freer word order due to A-scrambling.
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5.4 Kinande “subnominals”

Earlier I proposed that adjectives in certain Iranian languages do not manifest 
“translucency” as a core property, but are instead are “opaque” like nouns without 
becoming nouns semantically. We might ask whether it is possible to find the con-
verse. Is it possible to find nouns that do not manifest “opacity” as a core property 
but remain nouns semantically?

Baker and Collins (2006) observe that Kinande nominals can be generated with 
or without an initial ‘augment’ vowel (aug). Baker and Collins describe versions 
with the augment vowel as “normal” referential nominals (77a). They characterize 
the versions without the augment vowel as “polarity forms” with narrow-scope in-
definite interpretation (77b). Broadly put, augmentless nouns appear to be defective 
in referential possibilities.

(77) a. Kambale mo-a-teta-gul-a e-ri-tunda.  (with augment)
   Kambale aff-1s-neg/pst-buy-fv aug-5-fruit  

   ‘Kambale did not buy the/a certain fruit.’
   b. Kambale mo-a-teta-gul-a ri-tunda.  (without augment)
   Kambale aff-1s-neg/pst-buy-fv 5-fruit  

   ‘Kambale did not buy a/any fruit.’

Interestingly, if the Kinande VP contains an augmentless inner nominal and a 
normal outer nominal, such as a locative, lk is forbidden (78); by contrast, if VP 
contains an augment-bearing inner nominal and the same outer nominal, lk is 
required (79).

(78) a. Kambale mo-a-teta-gul-a [ri-tunda] (*ry’)
   Kambale aff-1s-neg/pst-buy-fv 5-fruit lk.5

   [omo-soko].
   loc.18-market
   ‘Kambale didn’t buy any fruit in the market.’

   b. Kambale mo-a-teta-tw-a [ki-seke] (*ky’)
   Kambale aff-1s-neg/pst-cut-fv 7-sugarcane lk.7  

   [omo-mu-hamba].
   loc.18-3-axe.
   ‘Kambale didn’t cut any sugarcane with the axe.’

(79) a. Kambale mo-a-teta-gul-a [e-ri-tunda] *(ry’)  
   Kambale aff-1s-neg/pst-buy-fv aug-5-fruit lk.5  

   [omo-soko ].
   loc.18-market
   ‘Kambale didn’t buy the fruit in the market.’
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   b. Kambale mo-a-teta-tw-a [e-ki-seke] *(ky’)
   Kambale aff-1s-neg/pst-cut-fv aug-7-sugarcane lk.7  

   [omo-mu-hamba].
   loc.18-3-axe.
   ‘Kambale didn’t cut the sugarcane with the axe.’

Presence of a medial augmentless nominal therefore seems to resolve lighting prob-
lems that would otherwise be present with two complement nominals (recall 62a). 
How does this occur?

Baker and Collins (2006) propose that augmentless forms are “subnominal,” 
neither able to agree in features nor to bear case. The inability of subnominals to 
agree excludes the presence of lk in examples like (78a–b), since lk will be unable 
to agree with the subnominal in its specifier position. The inability of subnominals 
to bear case also allows the absence of lk in (78a–b), since the inner np (NP1SUB)
will be “case invisible”, allowing the outer NP (NP2) to be illuminated directly by 
v (80).

 (80) “Invisible” Inner NP
v-V       [VP V NP1

SUB NP2 ]
|

Nonetheless, examples like (77b) and (81a) below, involving only subnominal 
complements, raise a question for Baker and Collins’ proposal. Note that if these 
complement nominals are all “case invisible”, as proposed, there will be no opaque 
target for the acc case born by v; v will illuminate nothing at all (81b)/(82b).29

(81) a. Kambale mo-a-teta-gul-a ri-tunda.
   Kambale aff-1s-neg/pst-buy-fv 5-fruit

   ‘Kambale did not buy a/any fruit.
  b. b. “Invisible” NP1

v-V [VP V NP1
SUB ]

?

(82) a. Si-n-andisyata-hek-er-a [mu-kali] [ka-tebe].  
   neg-1s-fut-carry-appl-fv 1-woman 12-pail    

   ‘I will not carry any pail for any woman.’

  b. b.  “Invisible” NP1 & NP2
v-V [VP V NP1SUB NP2SUB ]

?

29. More precisely, in terms of features, the [iacc] feature born by v, will fail to find a [ac-
cv]-bearing item in its domain with which to agree.
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Mark Baker (p.c.) suggests that in these cases, v might simply fail to carry an accu-
sative case feature – that there might be no “light source” present at all. This would 
be to analyze the v’s in question as, in effect, “optionally transitive” with respect to 
case. But this seems unsatisfying. (81a) and (82a) both involve verbs (gul ‘buy’ and 
hek ‘carry’) that would normally take an agentive subject, and do so here. (81a) and 
(82a) are therefore clearly examples where we would expect accusative case to be 
assigned under some version of “Burzio’s Generalization”.

As an alternative to the idea that the v’s in (81a) and (82a) are optionally transi-
tive, Larson (2008) proposes that Kinande subnominals are optionally translucent. 
On this view, subnominals do not co-occur with lk because they do not require it 
in order to behave concordially; in other words, lk is blocked by some version of 
minimal derivation (see Chomsky 1991, 1995; Graf 2013; Bošković and Messick (in 
press) for discussion). Example (77b) (= 81a) receives the analysis in (83a), where 
the object subnominal behaves as opaque. Example (78a) receives the analysis in 
(83b), where the medial subnominal is optionally translucent. And (82a) receives 
the analysis in (83c), where the medial subnominal is optionally translucent and 
the outer subnominal is optionally opaque: 30

 (83) a.  NPSUB (Opaque Opt)
v-V V NPSUB ]

b.  Inner NPSUB  (Translucent Opt)
v-V V NPSUB NP  ]

c.  Inner NPSUB (Translucent Opt)/ Outer NPSUB (Opaque Opt)
v-V V NPSUB NPSUB ]

|

|

…
.

…
.

|
[VP

[VP

[VP

If the above proposals are correct, then natural language does in fact instantiate the 
schematic possibilities noted in (63), where argument nominals behave “adjecti-
vally” within the verb phrase and show concordial behavior with respect to case. 
Indeed, under the proposals offered above, Kinande exploits these possibilities in 
two distinct ways: (i) by adding a concordializing morpheme lk, which can attach 
to any referring nominal argument, and (ii) by withholding an augment, creating a 

30. It would be interesting to test whether opacity in subnominals is registered semantically 
in terms of increased referentiality – for example, whether opaque subnominals have a greater 
tendency to be read specifically, etc.
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subnominal argument expression that can behave adjectivally, apparently in virtue 
of its inherently non-referential status.31

6 Closing thoughts

6.1 Case and category

The category of “adjective” was not self-evident to the earliest grammarians as a 
distinct part of speech. In the Western grammatical traditional prior to the 18th 
century, adjectives were typically assimilated to nouns. Thus, the Dionysius Thrax 
grammar of Ancient Greek famously contained the eight parts of speech in (84a), 
wherein adjectives were considered to be a form of the noun. Likewise Priscian’s 
grammar of Latin contained adjectives as a specific subclass of nouns (84b). The 
Eastern tradition was similar in outlook. Yāska’s Nirukta, which treats the ety-
mology, lexical category and semantics of Sanskrit words, also includes adjectives 
within the noun category (84c). And the ancient Tolkāppiyam grammar of Tamil 
distinguishes three of the modern lexical classes of nouns verbs, and particles, but 
contains no recognition of adjectives as a lexical distinct category (84d).

 (84) a. Dionysius Thrax (200 BC)
   Noun, Verb, Participle, Article, Pronoun, Preposition, Adverb, Conjunction
  b. Priscian (500 AD)
   Noun (substantivum/adjectivum/numerale), Verb, Participle, Interjection, 

Pronoun, Preposition, Adverb, Conjunction
  c. Yāska (500–600 BC)

     नाम Noun (including Adj)
   आख्ात Verb    
   उपसर्ग Pre-verb/Prefix    
   ननपात Particle    

  d. Tolkāppiyam (250 BC)
     peyar Noun
   vinai Verb
   idai Prefixes/Suffixes/Particles
   uri Residual

31. It is presumably non-accidental that adjective-like case properties in Kinande subnominals 
correlate with a less than fully referential semantics. Apparently whereas adjectives can behave 
in a noun-like way with respect to case, without becoming referring elements, nouns can behave 
in an adjective-like way with respect to case only by becoming less than fully referential.
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The discussion in this article, if correct, suggest a dimension in which these authors 
appear to have been correct. Specifically, it appears that case properties of adjectives 
do not map uniformly with the noun/adjective divide. More specifically, whereas 
nouns are largely stable in being valued/opaque elements, adjectives are not. Thus 
we find the familiar pattern of languages like Icelandic and English, where nouns 
are valued and adjectives are concordial (85a). But we also find languages in Iran 
where both nouns and adjectives appear to be valued for case (85b). And we find 
languages like Kinande, where at least certain classes of non-referential nouns be-
have concordially (85c).

 (85) a. Icelandic/German/English/Pashto
   N → valued/opaque
   A → concordial/translucent
  b. Modern Persian/Caspian languages
   N → valued/opaque
   A → valued/opaque
  c. Kinande
   N → valued/opaque (full nominals)
   unvalued/translucent (subnominals)

We have also seen that languages appear to possess grammatical mechanisms for 
making nouns adjective-like with respect to case assignment, what I have called 
“concordializers”. Likewise they appear to have mechanisms for opening up at-
tributive positions to adjective that are noun-like with respect to case using Ezafe 
and Reverse Ezafe elements. The most important, unaddressed question in this 
discussion is how concordializers actually work within grammatical theory – what 
is their precise syntax. I leave this question for treatment elsewhere.

6.2 Case and visibility

In the Western grammatical tradition, the notion of case originates as a morpho-
logical category – as a form of inflection that is visible on various expressions, 
apparently conditioned by their grammatical function as subjects, direct objects, 
indirect objects, etc. One natural line of thinking identifies this as the nature of 
case itself: as “expressive material” serving to mark nominals in certain functions, 
thereby identifying these functions and perhaps facilitating communication and/
or processing in some broad sense. Echoes of this basically functionalist outlook 
are found in modern Dependent Case Theory (Marantz 1991; McFadden 2004; 
Baker & Vinokurova 2010; Baker 2012; 2015), which takes cases like nominative 
and accusative to be assigned according to the relative structural relations between 
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two nominals, in essence, exhibiting those relations morphologically, etc. Under 
the functionalist picture, languages can have a lot of case (as in Icelandic), some-
what less case (as in German), very little case (as in English) or no case at all (as in 
Mandarin). Case consists in the overt marking that we see.

Beginning in the 1980s, with the work of Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980) and 
Chomsky (1981), a new conception of case entered grammatical theory, viz., Case as 
an abstract formal property relevant to a certain class of grammatical elements and 
conditioning their distribution. Abstract Case was taken to be assigned by predic-
ative elements to R(eferring)-expressions in certain determinate positions – in the 
core case, argument positions. In this conception, Case is not marking, but rather 
something that plays a key role in determining where R-expressions may occur in 
relation to their selecting predicates. Accordingly, under the formal picture, Case 
is always present, whether morphologized extensively (as in Icelandic), moderately 
(as in German), minimally (as in English), or not at all (as in Mandarin).

The proposals made in this paper fall within this second conception of case, here 
extended beyond R-expressions to the full range of elements within the extended 
projection of N (nouns, adjectives, demonstratives, etc.) and which are analyzed 
either as valued or concordial with respect to Case. The positional distribution of 
these items, as I have suggested, is conditioned by Case, and the kinds of interactions 
they can have with it given their feature instance type. The lighting analogy devel-
oped in this paper encourages the abstract Case view and provides a metaphorical 
basis for understanding its presence. Just as light is the physical element necessary 
for us to perceive physical objects, so Case can be seen as the grammatical element 
necessary for the LF/PF interface to “perceive” the relevant grammatical objects.32 
And just as physical objects may be altered for functional reasons to highlight their 
visual relations to the perceiver – think of stop signs coated with reflective paint to 
enhance their visibility to oncoming drivers – so the form of items can be altered 
morphologically to highlight the Case relations they stand in, plausibly for purposes 
of enhancing communication, processing, etc. In either case, such alterations are 
not necessary for visibility, strictly speaking, but they may nonetheless be function-
ally useful and hence not unexpected. Crucial, however, is the underlying element 
(Light/Case) that permits perception in the first place, depending on how it interacts 
with various objects. Whether this analogy can be taken to a deeper level in under-
standing how syntactic objects are processed in the mind is an interesting question, 
but one that is obviously for the future to address.

32. This idea may be understood as an extension of Aoun’s (1979) “Visibility Hypothesis” that 
Case is necessary on R-expressions to make them visible for theta-role assignment. Here we 
generalize to the wider class of expressions and to both interface components: LF & PF.
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